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The labor movement in the United States grew out of the need to protect the common interest of workers. workers
played little part in the early trade union development. in December to form the American Federation of Labor (afl) .
attacks on the trade unions, political activity quickened after 

Marsh, Industrial Relations in Engineering Oxford,  Aimed more at the sociologist than the historian, but of
some value to the latter. Google Scholar [9] J. Topham, Industrial Democracy in Great Britain  After a new
group of historians emerged, influenced less by the social democracy of the s and more by the MARXISM of
the late s and early s. Carus-Wilson ed. Despite the intervention of the welfare state, many workers have
continued to suffer economic insecurity and poverty. Within four days, , workers on twenty-nine railroads had
people quit work rather than handle Pullman cars. Google Scholar [3] R. Gospel and C. The two books by the
Webbs are of course the great classics of British labour history. Attorney General, Richard Olney, stepped in
and urged President Cleveland to dispatch federal troops to break the strike. One of the first great labor
conflicts occurred in the early s in the anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania. Most notable were the National
Labor Union, launched in , and the Knights of Labor , which reached its zenith in the mids. The company
could increase prices at the local grocery store and give laborers easy credit, keeping workers in debt and stuck
working at the same low-paying job. Roberts, The Trades Union Congress, â€”  Finally, the emergence of
women's history provided a third and complementary influence, which forced consideration of the process
through which labour was reproduced in the family and was socialized into a particular relationship to
structures of authority and work. But most craft unions either refused or, as in iron and steel and in meat
packing, failed to organize the less skilled. Marquand ed. Tokens and medals were also used as propaganda for
labor movements as early as the late s. Any time workers would protest the working conditions, corporations
would blacklist the uncooperative workers and replace them with workers who would often work for lower
pay and without any benefits. Unlike in Pullis, however, the court held that the combination's existence itself
was not unlawful, but nevertheless reached a conviction because the cordwainers had refused to work for any
master who paid lower wages, or with any laborer who accepted lower wages, than what the combination had
stipulated. A bomb was thrown into the crowd and gunfire ensued, killing several policemen and civilians and
wounding approximately  Contains a discussion of Taff Vale and its political consequences. Phillips, The
General Strike London,  Within the established circles of professional historians Kenneth McNaught exerted a
far greater influence. Workers walked off the job and blockaded freight trains near Baltimore and in West
Virginia, allowing only passenger traffic to get through. Approximately 20 members went to trial in and were
convicted, and some of them were hanged. Google Scholar [34] E. In the federal election, labour candidates
contested seats in all 9 provinces; OBU general secretary R. With women toiling alongside men, marriages
were often delayed, resulting in smaller families. An analysis of the ways in which popular ideas about
American society influenced the attitudes and behaviour of the British labour movement. At the TLC meetings
in the AFL craft unions voted to expel any Canadian unions, including the Knights of Labor, in jurisdictional
conflict with the American unions, a step which deepened union divisions in Canada. More often combination
cases prior to Hunt did not hold that unions were illegal per se, but rather found some other justification for a
conviction. Google Scholar [56] S. Visit Website Did you know? Google Scholar [47] A. Paul Railway,
appointed as a special federal attorney with responsibility for dealing with the strike. But concern with
workers was a pragmatic one with explicit political purposes, and when studies were commissioned, as with,
for example, R. A critical survey of the literature concerned with the interplay of social stratification and trade
unionism. Musson, British Trade Unions â€”  Citation Information. Although Gompers prevailed each time,
he never found it easy. A useful introduction to comparative labour history. Carlisle, held that motive of the
combination, rather than simply its existence, was the key to illegality.


